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Abstract
The infinite dilution activity coefficient plays an important role in the separation of mixtures. In

order  to  improve  our  understanding  of  the  thermodynamic  properties  of  mixtures  and  focus  our
research on the molecular  species  most  likely to  yield good results,  we explored several  different
machine learning estimators and their performance when predicting the slope of the infinite dilution
activity coefficient at approximately room temperature for 1735 molecular species. A comparison was
made between the estimators' performance with and without COSMO-SAC electronic patch data. The
estimators'  performance  with  and  without  a  principal  component  analysis  was  also  examined.
Goodness-of-fit scoring distributions show that the patch data provides meaningful improvements to all
of the estimators. However, while the electronic patch data improves the goodness-of-fit score, the
estimators  performed  at  nearly  the  same  level  with  exclusively  atomic  data.  The  most  accurate
estimators were the non-linear models. This implies that the IDAC is not a linear combination of the
chosen features, but functions more akin to a decision tree.
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Introduction
In the past few decades, much progress has been made towards automated pattern-matching

with computers. The umbrella term of “machine learning”[26] describes the methods underlying this
field of science: a machine is taught what its input looks like and provides an output based on these.
The two main areas of supervised and unsupervised machine learning divide these methods into a
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group where the output is known in advance, the machine being taught to predict this output, and a
group where the output is learned organically by the machine. In supervised learning, there are once
again two main areas: regression and classification. Regression describes a continuous-valued output,
whereas classification describes a discrete, binned output that is not necessarily numerical.

These forms of machine learning have been applied to numerous different fields,  including
image  recognition[27],  stock  predictions[28] and  biomedical  research[29].  In  this  work,  we  aim to  re-
introduce  machine  learning  into  the  field  of  thermodynamics  and  chemistry  by  comparing  the
performance of different regression estimators on a COSMO-SAC[38][39] dataset and on an exclusively
atomic data dataset, with the output for both datasets being the  Infinite Dilution Activity Coefficient
(IDAC)[30][31][32] slope.

The IDAC is of value due to the ability to extrapolate interaction energies from it; in particular,
its use in the development of separation processes is of great importance to the chemical industry [30],
since one can derive the Henry's law coefficient[31][32] and thus P-T-x-y data from the IDAC. The IDAC
has long been of importance to the chemical world[33], and thus, it makes sense to explore possibilities
of predicting the IDAC without requiring experimental data.

Several models for activity coefficient prediction already exist, some of which are UNIFAC [34],
based on a molecular species' functional groups, and COSMO-SAC, based on a molecule's electronic
field. Both of these have versions that improved through further research and fine-tuning[35][36], but of
course have advantages and disadvantages; for one, they are computationally expensive, and do not
provide perfect accuracy[37]. Some processes from the field of machine learning could be used to add
another activity coefficient predictor to the chemist's toolbox. In particular, it would be of great use if
machine learning could be used to predict the IDAC starting from purely atomic data, that is, well-
known and accurate thermodynamic data that  is  generalizable across molecular  species  and across
functional groups.

In this thesis, we received COSMO-SAC data and atomic data for over 2233 molecular species,
mostly composed of carbon, hydrogen and oxygen. We also received IDAC data for the temperature of
300 K and 302 K. As such, this work has limited application: the findings cannot be extrapolated to
non-organic molecular species,  nor temperatures far from 300 K. The objective of this  thesis  is  to
compare the performance of the machine learning estimators on exclusively atomic data with that of
the estimators on COSMO-SAC patch data, in order to establish whether it would be viable to forgo the
COSMO-SAC data for an extrapolation of the IDAC. This  would result  in  a  predictor  that  is  not
particularly expensive computationally, but would provide a rough estimate with sufficient accuracy to
filter out molecular species that are not a good fit for a particular purpose, whether this be a low IDAC
slope or a high IDAC slope.

The methodology for creating our datasets is explained, followed by a short description of each
regression  method  we  employed.  The  standard  methodology  for  machine  learning  exercises  is
explained.  Then,  the results  between regressors  for  a  dataset  and between datasets  themselves  are
discussed. Finally, we elaborate on what possible improvements can be made, and in which direction
research in this area should focus.

Methods

Dataset Creation

We received the COSMO-SAC data for 2233 different molecules. This data was composed of
three files: the first containing information on electronic patches, the second containing information on
the atoms, and the third containing a predicted IDAC, at the temperatures of 300 and 302 K, based on
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the COSMO-SAC data. The patch data included area of the patch, its charge, which atom the patch
belongs to, and the patch radius, as well as its location in Cartesian coordinates. The atomic data was
composed  of  the  element  the  atom  belongs  to,  the  atom  indices,  and  its  location  in  Cartesian
coordinates. We appended the atomic mass, the Pauling electronegativity, the atom type - metalloid,
metal, non-metal -, the stable isotope count, the incidence of the most stable isotope in percentage, the
total isotope count, the electron count, the empirical radius, the neutron-to-proton ratio, the maximal
atomic charge, the minimal atomic charge, and the first ionisation energy of the atom.

Out of this data, we fashioned an origin dataset for our experiment. The features engineered in it
are presented in the following table:

Table 1: The features engineered for each molecular species, by data source. The
machine learning estimators used these in order to predict the IDAC slope.

Atom-sourced features Patch-sourced features

total atom count minimal/average/maximal patch charge

count of carbon/hydrogen/oxygen/other atoms total charge of a molecule

minimal/maximal Manhattan distance 
between atoms

total patch surface area

minimal/maximal/average electronegativity of
the atoms

patch count

most common occurring element in the 
molecular species

largest charge difference between patches 
(dipole moment)

number of stable isotope variations center of charge in Cartesian coordinates

incidence of the most common isotope 
combination in percentage

total number of isotope variations

minimal/maximal/average proton count

minimal/maximal/average atomic radius

average neutron-to-proton ratio

maximal/minimal atomic charge possible

minimal/maximal/average ionisation energy

total mass

molecular volume

For 825 of the molecular species, the molecular volume was not available. The volume for these
molecular  species  was  estimated  using  a  k-Nearest  Neighbors  algorithm,  with  the  five  closest
neighbors,  the  Euclidean distance,  and uniform weights.  A flag  was  added to  the  data  to  identify
molecular species for which the volume was estimated in this fashion.

In the preprocessing stage, we removed outliers using the 1.5 interquartile range (IQR) rule.
This left us with 1735 molecular species. Finally, in order to reduce the possible effect of large ranges
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and  skew  for  any  given  dimension,  the  dataset  was  normalized  with  a  Yeo-Johnson  power
transformation[1]

ψ(λ , y )={
((y +1)λ −1)

λ
if λ ≠ 0, y ≥ 0

log(y +1) if λ=0, y ≥ 0
−((−y +1)(2−λ)

−1)
2 −λ

if λ ≠ 2,y<0

−log(−y +1) if λ=2,y<0

where  λ is  the  power  parameter,  bounded by 0  and 2,  y is  the  value  to  normalize,  and  ψ is  the
normalized value, a function of λ and y. Our values for λ were chosen independently for each feature
and automatically, in a manner such as to maximize the profile log likelihood.

Four datasets were then created from this root dataset. The first,  named  all, includes all the
features engineered from the original COSMO-SAC data, as well as features derived from atomic data.
A second dataset, named atom, includes only the features that can be derived exclusively from atomic
data, that is, without any information on the electron probability patches available through COSMO-
SAC. The third and fourth datasets, with the suffix _pca, are the first two datasets having undergone a
principal  component  analysis (PCA)[41].  This process finds a  linear  combination of  the dimensions
present in the data that best describes its variability, in order to reduce the dimensionality of the data. In
the creation of the PCA datasets, we removed dimensions until only 75% of the variability was still
explained by the new, linearly combined dimensions.

We examined the performance of ten estimators[13] in our experiment.

Ridge Regression

The ridge regression[2] is similar to an ordinary least-squares (OLS) linear regression. In some
cases  of  an  ordinary  least-squares  regression,  multiple  solutions  exist;  these  are  called  ill-posed
problems, since they do not conform to Jacques Hadamard's definition of a well-posed problem [40]. In
order to counteract this and provide a unique solution, the problem must be re-formulated so that we
have a  stable  algorithm to  solve.  Ridge  regressions  do this  via  a  regularization  term which  gives
preference to  more  particular  solutions.  Where OLS regressions  minimize the sum of  the  squared
residuals

||y−Ax ||2
2

the ridge regression minimizes the following

||y−Ax ||2
2
+ ||Γx ||2

2

with  y as the vector of target values,  x as the vector of coefficients,  A as the input matrix and  ||x||2

indicating  the  Euclidean  norm.  The  regularization  term includes  the  factor  Γ,  which  is  called  the
Tikhonov matrix[2]. This is frequently chosen as a multiple of the identity matrix. In our solutions, the
Tikhonov matrix is directly derived from the hyperparameter α

Γ=α I
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where  I represents the identity matrix and  α is an integer value. This regularization method is also
known as L2 regularization. For α = 0, the ridge regression reverts to a OLS regression.

Random Forest Regression

Random forests are an ensemble method[21]22][23], meaning they are composed of several sub-
estimators. Each individual estimator is a decision tree which takes different branches depending on the
values for particular dimensions.  The decisions themselves are chosen by the computer in order to
maximize variance between its two branches. However, since a single decision tree is prone to overfit
to the data - that is, it is prone to creating branches until only a single data point is found at each
“leaf” -, several of these decision trees are created based on samples taken from the training data and
their estimate for the test value is averaged. This helps prevent that overfit, i.e., that the estimator learns
exclusively its train data and isn't generalizable to a test dataset. Since the trees are not correlated, they
can be grown in parallel, which is a computational advantage.

Available hyperparameters for managing the estimator include the number of estimators n, the
maximum depth of a tree, the minimum number of samples at a leaf  nLeaf, the loss criterion to use
between mean squared error and mean absolute error, and the maximum number of dimensions to look
at when looking for the best split. The trees can also be built upon the entire dataset instead of upon a
sample of the training data, but this causes the trees to be very correlated, increasing the bias of the
estimator.

Lasso Regression

The lasso regression[4] is also similar to the OLS linear regression. The difference is once again
a regularization term. Instead of minimizing the sum of the squared residuals

||y−Ax ||2
2

a Lasso regression minimizes the following

1
2⋅n

|| y−Ax ||2
2
+ α ||x ||1

with n being the number of samples in the dataset, and ||x||1 representing the absolute value norm. This
is similar in format to the ridge regression, but instead of a squared regularization term, we minimize
the  sum  of  an  absolute  value. This  regularization  format  is  named  L1  regularization[3][4][6].  L1
regularization also reduces the effective number of features, since it yields many coefficients equal to
zero.  This  is  also  directly  controlled  by  the  selection  of  the  parameter  α,  which  is  once  again  a
hyperparameter  in  our  solution.  Similarly  to  the  ridge  regression,  the  solution  reverts  to  an  OLS
regression with α = 0.

ElasticNet

The ElasticNet regression[5] is a combination of the lasso and the ridge regressions. It uses both
L1 and L2 regularization in order to solve the linear model[5][6][7]
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1
2⋅n

|| y−Ax ||2
2
+ α L1 ||x ||1 + 0.5α (1 −L1) ||Γx ||2

2

where L1, bounded by 0 and 1, represents the ratio of regularization as per L1 or L2. Together with α,
this is also a hyperparameter which we provide to the model. For α = 0, this also collapses into a OLS
regression, and for L1 = 1 or L1 = 0 it collapses to a lasso and ridge regression, respectively.

Least Angle Regression

The least-angle regression, also known as LARS[8][9], operates similarly to a forward stepwise
regression. Every dimension's coefficient starts at  zero.  At each step of the regression,  it  finds the
dimension that is most correlated with the target and increases its coefficient. If there is more than one
dimension with the most correlation, an equal angle between the two features is chosen instead. The
method is usually continued until all the dimensions are involved in the estimator. In our case, we can
control the number of nonzero coefficients via a hyperparameter. In this method, correlated dimensions
have correlated growth of their coefficients. This represents a problem for high-dimensional data, since
it is probable that there are dimensions with collinearity, even to a small degree. The LARS method is
also very sensitive to noise, since it is based on refitting upon the data iteratively.

k-Nearest Neighbors Regression

The k-nearest-neighbors regression[18] is centrally based on a distance calculation. For every data
point, the distance to all other data points is calculated and the k nearest neighbors are selected. The
output  is  then either  a  simple or  weighted average of  the  neighbors'  results.  Since calculating  the
distance for n data points involves n! calculations, shortcut methods have been developed that provide
faster processing at the cost of accuracy. For example, if two points A and B are very distant from each
other, and a third point C is near point A, then it isn't necessary to calculate the distance between points
B and C, since logically they will also be very distant. In our experiment, the two shortcut methods we
had available were k-dimensional trees and ball trees.

The  k-dimensional tree bases itself on a similar idea to two-dimensional quad-trees, or three-
dimensional octrees. The dimensional space is recursively divided into subregions, with greater detail
being given where there are more data points[19]. This subregion construction occurs quickly, and once
it is done, the distance between two data points can be calculated much quicker. However, this method
is limited in applicability due to it becoming inefficient when there are more than 20 dimensions in the
data.

The ball  tree  addresses  these  high-dimensional  inefficiencies.  Where the  k-dimensional  tree
divides the data into subregions along the dimension axes, ball trees divide the data into hyperspheres.
The tree construction takes longer, but the resulting structure provides the advantages of k-dimensional
trees at a high dimensionality[20].

Both  of  these  methods  are  also  able  to  revert  to  brute-force  distance  processing  via  a
hyperparameter named leaf_size. This is useful, since the tree calculation can be more expensive than
the brute-force approach when there are several data points clustered together.

The distance between two points can also be calculated in several ways, the most common of
which  are  the  Manhattan  distance  and  the  Euclidean  distance.  In  our  experiment,  we  had  a
hyperparameter  p available  for  the  Minkowski  distance,  which  with  p =  1  is  equivalent  to  the
Manhattan distance, and with p = 2 is equivalent to the Euclidean distance.
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Gradient Boosting Regression

Gradient boosting[24], similar to the random forest, is also based on decision trees, but unlike its
counterpart, these trees are shallow and sequential. The estimator reduces bias - the difference between
the average prediction of the model and the target itself - as much as possible. It accomplishes this by
progressively adding decision trees, fitting against the negative gradient of a loss function[25].

The decision trees used for estimating are termed  weak learners, since they are very variable
and individually, do not predict the target value much better than a random function. However, since
these trees are built sequentially, upon each other's loss gradients, they aggregate the predictive power
of the model and perform much better as an ensemble.

The hyperparameters for this regressor are very similar to the random forest's. There are still
variables for the minimum number of samples at  a leaf,  the number of estimators  n,  the maximal
number of features to consider for a decision, and the maximal depth of the estimators. However, there
are other hyperparameters that affect the regressor. Since the estimator is based on the gradient of a loss
function, the choice of this function is central to its performance. For regression, the available loss
functions were least-squares, the least absolute deviation, the Huber loss, and the Quantile loss. Finally,
there is a parameter for the learning rate, which lowers the contribution of each individual tree the more
trees there are.

Stochastic Gradient Descent Regression

This regression is a type of stepwise regression. The gradient of the loss is estimated one sample
at a time and the model is updated according to its learning rate[14][15], which decreases for each sample
learned from[17].  This is also a linear model with both L1 and L2 regularization[16];  as such, it  can
implement either one, or a combination of both, similarly to ElasticNet. Like the ElasticNet model,
there  is  a  hyperparameter  α,  and  a  hyperparameter  L1 to  control  the  ratio  between  L1  and  L2
regularizations. The loss function used is also an important hyperparameter. This loss function can also
be influenced by a hyperparameter ε, if it is not the OLS loss. Finally, the learning rate η and its change
schedule controls how quickly the regressor learns. The learning rate can be selected to start at a certain
value  η0 and  then  follow  different  schedules,  which  can  also  be  influenced  by  an  exponent
hyperparameter pow_t.

Available to us were four different loss functions: the OLS loss, Huber loss,  ε-insensitive, and
squared  ε-insensitive.  The  OLS loss  performs as  above.  Huber  loss  modifies  OLS in  that,  past  a
distance of ε, the loss function changes from squared to linear. This makes Huber loss less susceptible
to outliers when compared to OLS loss. ε-insensitive ignores errors under a threshold value of ε, with a
linear loss for anything further than the threshold. Finally, the squared ε-insensitive operates similarly
to ε-insensitive, but uses a squared loss instead of a linear loss. For the latter three loss functions, the
choice of ε is vital for the model's results.

For the learning rate schedule, the choice was between another four options: constant, adaptive,
optimal,  or inverse scaling.  The constant schedule keeps  η at  the constant value  η0 throughout the
model's training. The adaptive schedule similarly keeps η at the constant η0, up until the loss difference
between training iterations is too small; η is then divided by 5, and the training continues. The optimal
schedule is based on  α, as well as the number of samples and current iteration number and a third
parameter t0, which is an initial learning rate scaled by α. The inverse scaling schedule is based on a
choice of η0, the number of samples and current iteration number, and the exponent pow_t.

By the nature of following the loss gradient, this estimator is susceptible to local minima and is
not guaranteed to find the global loss minimum.
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Support Vector Regression

The support vector regression[12] bases itself on the assumption that there is always a tolerable
amount of error. The estimator finds a subset of datapoints that substantially influence the regression
estimator. Any datapoints at a maximal distance of  ε to the model prediction are ignored, with the
remaining datapoints being termed the support vectors. Thus, it  finds a hyperplane with a maximal
error of ε. This hyperplane can be calculated using different kernels, the most common of which are a
simple  linear,  a  polynomial,  a  radial  basis  function,  or  a  sigmoid  kernel.  The  estimator  finds  the
smoothest  possible  hyperplane  in  the  data  it  is  given;  however,  it's  not  always  possible  for  this
estimator to be entirely smooth. The hyperparameter  C trades off smoothness of fit with accuracy of
edge cases. A last hyperparameter γ controls how much influence a single datapoint has, with a larger γ
signifying lower influence over distant datapoints.

Bayesian Ridge Regression

A Bayesian ridge regression bases itself on an OLS regression and on Bayesian inference[10][11].
The model  assumes that  the  output  is  distributed  in  a  Gaussian  fashion over  the dimensions.  The
computation  method  itself  starts  with  coefficients  for  each  dimension  that  are  equivalent  to
uninformative Bayesian priors. The values are given from gamma distributions that are created with
hyperparameter values for the shape and inverse scale. The coefficients are then influenced by the data
points in a similar fashion to Bayesian inference. This model usually yields similar results to a ridge
regression, except the regularization that the Bayesian ridge has is also learned from the data.

Machine Learning Methodology

In order to have consistent, reproduceable results that do not present bias, the methodology of
machine learning must be followed. It is standard to separate the dataset into two: the first part for
training, and the second for testing. Since most of the above estimators are prone to overfitting, that is,
learning its training data very well but not being extensible, testing on data that the estimators have not
been exposed to is paramount to obtaining an accurate scoring mechanism.

The  separation  into  train  and  test  data,  and  several  of  the  estimators  involve  a  random
component. This random component is important to ensure that the estimators learn as varied data as
possible - that is, so that they are not localized functions in the parameter space. However, given that it
is necessary to be able to reproduce results, a state of randomness must be given to the scripts. This
also fosters trust in the estimator, since it is guaranteed to always learn the same way, provided it is
given the same inputs.

All of the estimators also possess hyperparameters, that is, parameters that must be given to the
estimator and cannot be learned from the data. Examples are the L1-to-L2 regularization ratio of the
ElasticNet or the number of estimators to use in a Random Forest regressor. It is not always known
what the best values for these are; in order to find the best combination of hyperparameters, there are
three main procedures: first, a grid search; second, a random search; and third, a pseudo-random search
with gradient descent across the parameter space.

The grid search bases itself  on a set  list  of values that must be given to the program. The
program iterates over the combinations of the values given per hyperparameter until it has exhausted all
possibilities. The hyperparameter combination that performed best in cross-validation is selected.

The random search bases itself on parameter distributions that must be given. For a number of
iterations - also a given -, the program randomly samples from these distributions and cross-validates
the model. At the end of all iterations, the best performing hyperparameter combination is selected.
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The third option, a pseudo-random search with gradient descent, is similar to the random search.
However,  instead  of  sampling  entirely  randomly from the  parameter  space,  it  examines  what  the
gradient is at the sampled point and finds the location in the parameter space most likely to yield good
cross-validation results. This method can perform very well, but is also susceptible to local minima.

All three procedures also require what is called  cross-validation - a separation of the training
data into subsets that serve the testing purpose for finding the optimal hyperparameter combination. In
our script, the training dataset was split into 10  folds, 9 of which were used for training and the last
being  used  for  measuring  performance  of  the  hyperparameter  combination.  All  combinations  are
trained and scored, and the mean cross-validation score is established. The scoring mechanism can vary
depending on the problem space, but it is usually the mean square error or the mean absolute error.

Finally,  having the  best  hyperparameter  combination,  the  estimator  is  trained  on the  entire
training dataset. It is then given the test dataset without the target variable and predicts what it should
be. The comparison between the predicted values and the true values yields the score for the estimator.

All the estimators were exposed to the same procedure. The random state of the Python code
that was run was set to a constant of zero in order to ensure reproduceability of our results. 80% of the
each dataset was sampled pseudo-randomly and the estimators' hyperparameter space was explored
with a random search. The random search was chosen in order not to fall into local minima and due to
the ease with which it could be implemented. This random search of the hyperparameter space was
done for 3000 iterations, upon the end of which the best performing combination of hyperparameters
was chosen. For each of the datasets, the same hyperparameter distribution was chosen. This ensures
that comparisons of performance between datasets can be made confidently.

The R2 goodness-of-fit score for each of these iterations, along with the dataset it was trained
on, was measured and recorded. The individual graphs for correlations between a hyperparameter and
the  mean  cross-validation  score  for  that  estimator  can  be  found  in  the  appendix.  The  best
hyperparameter combination was then used for the following scoring procedure, which deviates from
the standard machine learning procedure.

For each dataset, 1000 random shufflings of the data were created. 90% of the data was taken
for training the estimators, with the remaining 10% being used for scoring. This yields a distribution of
goodness-of-fit scores.

Finally, for each estimator, the goodness-of-fit distributions were compared. The p-values were
computed between the all and the atom; between the all and the all_pca; and between the atom and the
atom_pca datasets.

Results
From the above methodology, the following box plots and table were derived:
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Diagram 1a: Box plot of goodness-of-fit scores by machine learning estimator and
dataset. The datasets shown are all, which included the entire input dataset, and atom,

which was composed exclusively of features engineered from atomic data.

Diagram 1b: Box plot of goodness-of-fit scores by machine learning estimator and
dataset. The datasets shown are all_pca, which is the entire input dataset having undergone a
principal component analysis, and atom_pca, the subset of features engineered from atomic

data having undergone a principal component analysis.
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For clarity, the above plots were trimmed to the R2 range of (-1, 1).

Table 2: Estimators and the p-values between datasets.

Estimator p - all/atom p - all/all_pca p - atom/atom_pca

Ridge 1.55⋅10-41 5.82⋅10-37 2.34⋅10-74

Random Forest 3.81⋅10-11 3.72⋅10-30 5.45⋅10-01

Lasso 1.58⋅10-40 4.38⋅10-32 1.49⋅10-74

ElasticNet 1.45⋅10-41 1.30⋅10-35 6.43⋅10-79

LARS 1.92⋅10-22 3.81⋅10-10 8.30⋅10-08

k-Nearest Neighbors 4.45⋅10-05 2.52⋅10-01 2.17⋅10-02

Gradient Boosting 1.66⋅10-04 4.57⋅10-41 9.82⋅10-04

Stochastic Gradient Descent 8.50⋅10-39 8.18⋅10-38 4.91⋅10-73

Support Vector Regression 3.21⋅10-25 4.11⋅10-09 3.78⋅10-13

Bayesian Ridge 6.79⋅10-43 2.71⋅10-37 2.54⋅10-72

The best-performing estimator, as per mean R2 score across all four datasets, was the support
vector regression, with an average R2 of 0.6351. The worst-performing was the LARS regression, with
an average R2 of 0.2288. The estimator with the best maximum performance was the gradient boosting
regressor,  with  an  average  maximum  R2 of  0.9030.  The  estimator  with  the  worst  maximum
performance was also the LARS regression, with an average maximum R2 of 0.3977. It should be noted
that these goodness-of-fit scores are calculated with the normalized data. The below table shows a few
sample  predictions  de-normalized  and  their  true  values,  as  calculated  by  a  k-Nearest  Neighbors
estimator with an R2 score of 0.6935:

Table 3: Sample predictions from a k-Nearest Neighbors algorithm and their deviation.

InChI key Predicted IDAC
slope

Actual IDAC
slope

Δ (%)

UNFUYWDGSFDHCW-UHFFFAOYSA-N -897.32 -737.78 21.62

FAIAAWCVCHQXDN-UHFFFAOYSA-N -144.80 -148.95 -2.78

ZNQVEEAIQZEUHB-UHFFFAOYSA-N 0.030 0.053 -43.13

DFNYGALUNNFWKJ-UHFFFAOYSA-N 0.027 0.012 124.80

LQRLKPVYXRVAPK-UHFFFAOYSA-N -211.34 -1108.31 -80.93

Discussion
For the discussion of the results, we will start with the between-estimators performance across

datasets.  We  will  then  move  on  to  the  performance  between  datasets,  and  finally,  the  absolute
performance, once the predictions have undergone the inverse power transformation.
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It is apparent from the nature of the problem at hand that the IDAC is not a linear combination
of any of the engineered features. Even with the electronic patch data from COSMO-SAC, to calculate
the IDAC a “decision tree” pattern is required. As such, it was expected that the linear models would
perform very poorly. This was reflected in the results of the experiment: All of the linear estimators had
mean goodness-of-fit scores in the 0.20-0.30 range. This tells us that while there is some variability in
the data to be explained by a linear model, it is not nearly enough to fully predict the normalized IDAC.
Out of all the linear models, LARS had the worst average performance. This is likely due to the large
dimensionality of the data and the presence of noise, despite our removal of outliers. The three best
linear  models  -  the  Ridge  regression,  the  ElasticNet  and  the  Stochastic  Gradient  Descent  -  had
marginally better  performances.  This points us to regularization being an important factor in these
linear models - specifically, L2 regularization. In  all,  atom and  atom_pca, The best hyperparameter
combination for ElasticNet, in fact, had very low L1 influence. The best hyperparameter combination
for SGD agreed with ElasticNet:  in all  datasets  except  for  all_pca,  the regularization penalty was
entirely based on L2.

As for the non-linear models, they performed far better on average. Particularly promising were
both of the decision tree models,  Random Forest  and Gradient  Boosting.  The best  hyperparameter
combinations  for  Random  Forest  indicate  that  mean  absolute  error  was  the  better  loss  scoring
mechanism for the datasets having undergone PCA. For the Gradient Boosting regressor, it is apparent
that far more estimators are required in order to have a proper prediction from it, especially for the PCA
datasets. The k-Nearest Neighbors model also performed strikingly well, but unfortunately it cannot
provide us with any information for data far away from its training data, given the nature of the model.
It is possible that, given more data to train on, the k-Nearest Neighbors model would perform a lot
better.  Finally,  the Support  Vector  model  was also particularly promising:  It  provided a  very tight
distribution  of  goodness-of-fit  scores,  indicating  that  it  was  not  as  susceptible  to  sampling  effects
between the training and test  datasets.  The best hyperparameter  combination for it  was also fairly
consistent  across  all  datasets:  it  preferred  the  radial  basis  function  kernel,  as  well  as  a  C penalty
hyperparameter of 2, indicating that it placed a higher priority on avoiding being extremely far from the
true value in the training data. This also means the Support Vector model naturally requires a longer
time to train, since it prefers a harder margin for its hyperplane.

Between datasets, it is apparent from the box plot above that the estimators trained on the PCA
datasets perform much worse than their non-PCA counterparts. The most striking dropoff in accuracy is
in the Random Forest and the Gradient Boosting models, which lose substantial performance on the
all_pca dataset. Given that they are both based on decision trees, this raises the possibility that the 25%
variance defined by the dimensions thrown out in the PCA process play a substantial role in the leaf
nodes of the decision trees. As expected, the dataset with the best overall performance was indeed all;
this makes intuitive sense, since it is the one that contains the most information overall. LARS was the
only model with an arguably worse performance in the all dataset, and this is once again likely due to
the high dimensionality and collinearity of the data.

As for the  p-values between datasets, it is also immediately clear that these are very distinct
goodness-of-fit  distributions.  This  is  also  what  was  expected,  since  the  COSMO-SAC patch  data
provides so much more information on the electronic distributions of molecules. One such example
would  be  isomers:  all  isomers  for  a  molecular  species  would  have  a  vastly  different  electronic
distribution,  yet  mostly  similar  atomic  statistics.  The  added  value  of  this  information  is  a  great
differentiator between the all and the atom datasets. The distinctness of distributions between all and
all_pca, and atom and atom_pca respectively, is also clear from the outset: the latter possess only 75%
of the variability in data when compared to the former. With such results, it is abundantly clear that all
the models relied on the additional features for their predictions.
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The one notable, curious exception to the above is the p-value for the Random Forest between
the atom and atom_pca datasets. Even after a sample size of 1000, there is still a 54.5% likelihood that
these are the same distributions for goodness-of-fit scores. While other  p-values are in the range of
10-10 or lower, meaning it is extremely unlikely that they are from the same distribution, this outlier
stands out. It is possible that this is only an artifact of the vast array of comparisons we are making in
this  paper  -  if  you explore different  hypotheses  repeatedly,  it  is  statistically likely that  5% of  the
analyses will have a p-value of 0.05 -, but it is interesting nonetheless.

If we see these  p-values as indicators of mechanisms through which an estimator learned, we
can also glean additional information. It is clear that k-Nearest Neighbors learns through approximately
the same mechanism every time, except its distance estimates are more precise the more dimensions we
have in the dataset. This shows in its p-values: while the distributions are obviously very different, they
are  still  similar  enough  to  yield  p-values  that  are  understandable.  This  contrasts  greatly  with  the
Stochastic Gradient Descent p-values: these distributions are so different that one could surmise they
have learned different mechanisms of interpreting the data they are given.

However, goodness-of-fit scores can only go so far in displaying accuracy. For this purpose, we
have taken some of the predictions of a k-Nearest Neighbors model and undergone the inverse Yeo-
Johnson transformation in order to compare the predicted and actual IDAC slopes in absolute terms.
Table 3 shows us a small sample of predicted values and their deviations from the actual values for an
estimator that had a goodness-of-fit score of 0.6935. While the predicted values are obviously not on
the mark, they are still within one order of magnitude for this sample, which is a good indicator. It is
likely that such a predictor could be used as a first, very non-specific filter for estimating IDAC slopes
around the temperature of 300 K. However, it would still require a lot of experimentation and research
in order to establish the true value of the IDAC at these temperatures. If we took the estimator that
performed best in exclusively atomic data  -  namely,  the Gradient  Boosting regressor -  and further
optimized it, it is within the realm of possibility that we could find a better set of hyperparameters for
the estimator. If we go one step further and take the predicted values for several estimators, such as in
Table 4,

Table 4: Sample predictions from four different estimators, their average prediction, and their deviation.

InChI key k-Nearest
Neighbors
prediction

Gradient
Boosting

prediction

Random
Forest

prediction

Support
Vector

prediction

Average
prediction

Actual
IDAC
slope

Δ (%)

QWVGKYWNOKOF
NN-UHFFFAOYSA-N -5.36 -4.52 -1.48 4.95 -1.60 -3.15 -49.05

KVZJLSYJROEPSQ-
OCAPTIKFSA-N -2.37⋅104 -2.42⋅104 -2.01⋅104 -1.03⋅104 -1.96⋅104 -2.65⋅104 -26.11

ARCGXLSVLAOJQL
-UHFFFAOYSA-N -0.73 -74.43 -69.41 -116.76 -65.33 0.00753 -8.7⋅105

LWCSGONZUGPMH
I-UHFFFAOYSA-N -52.61 -349.75 -101.17 -220.58 -181.03 -6.17 2832.4

AFYPFACVUDMOH
A-UHFFFAOYSA-N -323.20 -336.86 -182.53 16.00 -206.65 -62.74 229.39

it is likely that we will have a moderate understanding of the IDAC slope at 300 K - enough to inform
us whether a molecular species likely has a good slope for further experiments.
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Conclusion/Recommendations for Future Investigations
The  impact  of  machine  learning  on  the  field  of  thermodynamics,  and  on  predicting

thermodynamic properties,  has not yet  shown itself  fully.  This paper  is  proof that simple machine
learning algorithms are able to learn a modest amount of information from relatively little data, enough
to provide predictions for the IDAC slope that are mostly within one order of magnitude of the actual
value. Despite the accuracy of these predictions not being superb, it is clear that they are better than a
random guess - and if given more data points and given greater exploration of the hyperparameter
space for each of these estimators, it is natural that they will predict the IDAC far better than what this
paper presents.

As such,  future research on this  topic  should focus on the non-linear  estimators:  k-Nearest
Neighbors, a highly dataset size dependent estimator, Random Forest, a simple yet strikingly accurate
model,  and Gradient  Boosting  and Support  Vector  regressions,  both  estimators  very dependent  on
training time. The research should acquire far more datapoints,  and from a more varied parameter
space, in order to be more generalizable; and it should aim to improve the performance of these models
when given exclusively atomic data. If such a model were available, it would certainly compete with
UNIFAC and COSMO-SAC, at least in predicting the IDAC and its slope.

Another possibility includes the creation of a neural network model to explore this space. Such
models should learn properties directly from the molecular structure of a molecular species. These
models could then also create structures which present the wanted properties. This would be an entirely
new paradigm of molecule and mixture creation, where we explore the possibilities of our mixtures
through simple, artificial intelligence simulations first, then move on to experimenting in the lab.

On a broader scope, other thermodynamic properties should also be explored. The nuances of a
molecule are very hard to capture in a model such as COSMO-SAC, but with a kind learning field such
as  chemistry  -  where  interactions  are  immediately  effective  and there  is  feedback  on whether  an
estimator is correct or not -, we believe these machine learning models can learn these small differences
in behavior and predict thermodynamic properties far more accurately than this first foray.
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Appendices

Python Library Versions

Library Version

Python v.3.7.0

scikit-learn v.0.20.3

pandas v.0.23.4

NumPy v.1.16.0

SciPy v.1.1.0

Hyperparameter Graphs

Ridge Regression

Random Forest Regression
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Lasso Regression

ElasticNet
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Least Angle Regression

k-Nearest Neighbors Regression
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Gradient Boosting Regression
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Stochastic Gradient Descent Regression
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Support Vector Regression
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Bayesian Ridge Regression
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